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ABSTRACT PUGLIA CREATIVA DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2016-2019 

The tool through which building the policy of the sector is the Development Plan that the law requires to 

draw up every three years. So, last year, we started the process to update it.  

How to draft it, considering that there is not a national policy targeted to the sector and that Puglia Creativa 

is the only one example of Italian cluster for the sector?  

We have decided to set up a process starting from the emersion of sectorial needs. The identification of 

sectional needs is derived from the mapping study based on the methodology developed by Fondazione 

Symbola – Unioncamere, which highlights the number of companies, the number of employees and the 

added value of the "cultural and creative economic system" in Apulia.  

This analysis provides an overview on the contribution of culture and creativity to the regional economy.  The 

results are: more or less 23.000 enterprises, 55-000 workers, 2,4 billion of added value, 4% of the regional 

gross domestic product. These results are an important tool for developing policies responding to the 

structure and the peculiarities expressed by the territory. 

A second source used to discover the sectorial needs were the professional workshops promoted by Puglia 

Creativa in Apulian provinces. The reports of the professional workshops reveal a very heterogeneous mix of 

sectorial needs.  The mains are:  professionalizing the organizations, innovating the supply of products and 

services, developing strategies for market access. 

The priorities emerged provide a range of indications about instruments and measures to be implemented 

to support the CCIs. Sorting them into an overall strategic framework has been necessary for the preparation 

of a coherent Development Plan.  

We are aware of the impact that could have a systemic convergence of multiple regional, national and 

European funds on the regional cultural and creative ecosystem. All the funds are taken into account in terms 

of opportunities for coordination avoiding the risk of overlap and duplication.  

To this aim, the identified priorities are compared with the logical framework for the development of the CCI 

promoted by the EU1 an approach based on three steps: creating preconditions for the development of CCIs, 

strengthening CCIs, fostering spill-over effects and cross-sectorial impact 

This is reflected in the actions and projects proposed in the Plan, covering the same phases.  

How to compare the identified priorities (and the associated projects) with the possibilities of action of the 

Public Administration? How to build concrete tools, consistent with the priorities of the EU structural funds 

2014 - 2020, taking into account the needs but also the context of the public sector? 

                                                
1  EU (2012), "Policy Handbook- How to use strategically support programs of the European Union, including the 

Structural Funds, to foster the potential of culture for local, regional, national development and the spill-over 

effects on the wider economy”.  The manual contains the recommendations of national experts expressed in "open 

method of coordination". Rather than providing a "list to dos", it presents examples showing how to implement the 

recommendations logical in realistic scenarios. The model have been adopted by the DPPC in this spirit, in order to 

provide a simple, solid and shared context to the actions proposed in the Development Plan built on regional 

specificities. 
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In designing the projects, we have verified the consistency of the regional and national Culture and 

Enterprises Operational Programs 2014-2020 with each our projects, explicating it according to 

correspondences with the Thematic Objectives, the Specific Objectives, the expected results and the specific 

actions provided for by them. 

The result is a development plan composed by 6 system actions and 28 projects. The six actions are 

intended to create preconditions influencing the environment and common conditions in which the 

operators act. They need the involvement of public institutions. 

ACTION 1: STUDY CENTRE to mapping the system and acquiring an organic knowledge and ongoing in depth 

analysis for the system 

ACTION 2: THE EXIBITION OF CREATIVITY a periodic international event to define and update the state of 

the policies for the sector 

ACTION 3: INCREASING THE COMPETITIVENESS OF CREATIVE ECOSYSTEM a mix of orientation, training and 

transfer of technical knowledge, comparison opportunities (prize), learning by doing and networking  

This action aim to build CreativItaly: a national network of regional CCI clusters.  

ACTION 4: INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK AND STRATEGIC ALLIANCES the re-organization and upgrading of 

large and complex law system in order to adapt it to changing sector’s dynamics and to aligning the 

mechanisms with those involved by national institutions. In this context, we have developed a series of 

detailed proposals that could lead to a coherent rearrangement of the different aspects. 

ACTION 5: PUGLIA 2019, LANDING PLACE TOWARDS MATERA EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE a regional 

cultural program to accompany the extraordinary programming of Matera Capital of Culture 2019. Puglia is 

airports, stations, ports, highway for Matera, has the chance to deepen the themes of Matera in 2019, in a 

mutual enrichment optics. 

ACTION 6: RECOGNITION OF PROFESSIONAL FIGURES regulatory specific measures to enable, encode and 

update the training of creative workers, making them consistent with the professional figures required by 

companies facilitating the recruitment in the productive activities. 

The actions’ plan provides a financial allocation of more than 70.4 million euro for the 2016-2019 period: 

it is not required an additional budget to the Apulia Region but a reallocation of financial resources dedicated 

to the sector considering new values, targets and strategies. 

In addition to the actions, the plan foresees 28 projects to reach the strengthen of CCIs and to foster spill-

over effects and cross-sectorial impact 

The sector can develop and flourish only with a mix of interventions that support the actual needs.  The key 

words of the mix are: 

Management and professionalization, Start up, Export and transnational mobility, Innovation, Research, 

Acceleration of ideas, Smart working, Sharing economy, Artists in the farms, Cross-innovation, Sustainable 

development, Regeneration of cultural spaces  

Between all, the resources are mainly addressed to the strengthening of the management and 

professionalization of operators that received the 28% of the resources 
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The projects aim to: 

 boost investments in innovation, digitalization and technology 

 innovate cultural languages and contents and qualifying products and services; 

 develop management skills; 

 outline strategies for audience development and market access 

 encourage network and cluster to pass the weakness of micro dimension of the majority of 

enterprises. 

Puglia Creativa proposes to carry out the projects above all with vouchers: simple and easy tool able to offer 

resources to satisfy specific needs of each enterprises. One of the weakness of the last programming period 

highlighted by the creative and cultural industries was the excess of bureaucracy. 

Another very critical issue is the difficulty in accessing at financing: cultural and creative industries are far 

from the banking system, the banks are far from the business model of the sector founded on intangible 

assets that banks are not inclined to capitalize. We propose to bridge the distance establishing specific 

financial instruments and strengthening the public system of loan risk guarantee. 

The research’s data reveal that the export range of Apulia CCIs is very low, so we need a basic approach step 

by step to grow up the skills and strategies. Our approach starts from a basic program of mentorship to 

train the operators about what means export, what an CCI can export, what are the tools, the human 

resources that we need. Through the voucher’s tool, the CCI will able to acquire mentorship’s services that 

will help them towards the:  

 Identification of the competitive advantages for enterprises;  

 Selection of the markets-targets and definition of business and organizational model to access in 

new markets. 

This project is supported by another one that promotes the development of technical-

professional/managerial skills through mobility in other European countries, creating exchange of good 

practices and fostering links with businesses from other countries. 

After the first step, the enterprises will have, also, the possibility to access to other type of voucher for the 

purchase of consultancy services or economic support for participation in international fairs and missions 

abroad alone or in aggregate form. 

Moreover, the development plan offers, for those enterprises that have already reached the necessary skills 

and resources for internationalization, a free package of integrated services including: organization of 

business meetings with foreign buyers, training course for the participation in exhibition and meetings 

with buyers, specialized assistance in international issues (contracts, payments, taxation, transportation). 

Other pillars of our development plan are:  

 to support the insertion of cultural and creative skills into curricula’s subjects in schools,   

 to enhance social innovation and sharing economy’s practices in the field of culture and creativity, 
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 to support investments for converting cultural and creative venues and spaces in eco-friendly place, 

 to encourage cross- fertilization with the project “The artists in the farms” that promotes network 

between Cultural and Creative operators and traditional farms to mix and link skills and knowledge 

defining new innovative investment plans and strategies for the farms. 

A development plan of 132 million of euro for three years, of which 100 million coming from public resources 

and 32 million from CCI sector.  

The expected results: considering the data recorded on the expenditure of last structural founds period, we 

evaluate that:  

 10.000 CCI can be beneficiary of at least one project 

 600 new cultural and creative start up will be launched 

 4000 CCIs will start actions for export 

 increase of 1% on regional gross domestic product  

 6.500 new workers in the sector. 

 increase of 220 million of euro in term of tourism expenditure. 

Puglia Creativa firmly believes that the actions and projects of our plan will boost the Apulian creative 

ecosystem.  

 


